The Beneﬁts of Cloud-Based eDiscovery
Speed, Security, and Scalability
Why the Cloud Matters
The advantages of the cloud far outweigh those of an
on-premise infrastructure. Cloud solutions are more
cost-effective and offer corporations and law firms greater
speed, scalability, and security. Then there is accessibility:
whether at the office, working remotely, or on the move, cloud
solutions mean your productivity will never be impacted
because of where you are located.
Cloud solutions like Casepoint eDiscovery are built for speed.
For any modern law firm or corporation, workloads are
increasing, deadlines continue to get tighter, and data
volumes are rising – therefore the speed of execution is critical.
Attorneys need an eDiscovery solution that assists
them in sifting through mountains of data quickly and
efficiently. With the speed of Casepoint’s cloud environment,
you’ll have more time for legal review or strategy rather than
waiting for documents to load or process.

Cloud Beneﬁts

Lower Total Cost of
Ownership

Faster than On-Premise
Solutions

Always Up to
Date

No infrastructure, maintenance,
scaling, or in-house IT costs.

The cloud is built for speed and efficiency,
and clients benefit from economies of
scale.

Upgrades and updates are pushed
through instantly without you needing to
initiate them.

Accessible from Anywhere,
Any Device, Any Time

Scale Quickly &
Efﬁciently

Increased Reliability with Data
Back-up & Disaster Recovery

The cloud allows you to comfortably
and flexibly work from anywhere using
any device.

Thanks to the cloud’s elasticity, you can
increase or decrease storage volumes or
user accounts almost instantaneously.

Cloud-based solutions have built-in back-up
mechanisms and sophisticated disaster
recovery plans. You also avoid any data loss
due to hardware failure.
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Another major benefit to cloud-based solutions is scalability. The number of emails, instant messages, audio, video, and
unique file types continues to rise at a pace never seen before in history. A solution that is able to scale up on demand to
handle the rapidly increasing storage volumes, as well as an in-flux of additional users, is paramount. The cloud not only
gives you the flexibility to scale up when needed, but scale down as well.
Utilizing the right cloud-based solution will often meet or exceed your security requirements. Why allocate time, money,
and resources to physical infrastructure, hardware, software, and personnel to manage, monitor, and maintain your
eDiscovery data when you can have a team of security professionals committed to the best security practices? Data
security and integrity is at the core of our business, given the level of sensitive information our clients entrust to us. Our
team stays up-to-date with the complex and quick-changing security landscape in order to safeguard our client’s data
from hackers and data breaches. We adhere to the strict security standards and have achieved leading industry security
certifications and attestations.
Finally, in a world where teams are global, where people may be required to work remotely or on the go, secure remote
accessibility is critical. If we’ve learned anything from the COVID-19 pandemic, it is that accessibility to software and
systems that are key to your business is essential to keep the pace of business going. Cloud-based legal technology
provides you with that access from anywhere on any device with the right security credentials and authorizations.

Cloud Versus On-Premise
Evaluation Factor

Cloud

On-Premise

Total Cost of Ownership

Low

High
Many Additional Costs Associated With
Hardware & Infrastructure

Speed

Fast
Built for Speed & Efﬁciency

Dependent on Setup and Accessibility

Scale

Extremely Flexible

Not Flexible

Security

Highly Secure

Increased Security Risks

Risk Mitigation (Redundancy)

Easy to Mitigate
Has the Ultimate Back-up System

Costly to Mitigate

DIY

Self-Service Available

Not Always Offered

Ease of Use

Easier to Use Due to Speed, Scalability, and
Accessibility. Minimum Training Required

Dependent on In-house
Personnel and Resources

Any Time, Any Device,
Anywhere

Very Easily Accessible. Designed
to be Accessible From Anywhere

Setup Dependent

Updates and Upgrades

Easy to Update and Upgrade

High Maintenance

Cloud Collections

Easy to Collect

Requires Specialized Software or
Hiring an Expert
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Casepoint’s Approach to the Cloud
We had the vision and innovation to build our technology
directly in the cloud on day one, over 12 years ago. Not only
were we one of the first all-cloud solutions, we built Casepoint
in a private cloud environment because our corporate
customers expected greater security rigor and for us to have
direct control of our environment. Since then, we have
continually built and refined our cloud-based technology year
over year, including being one of the first end-to-end solution
providers with built-in data processing, AI, and analytics.
Casepoint offers a mature platform compared to other cloud
solutions. We make it easier for our clients to complete
day-to-day tasks so they can dedicate that time to focus on
higher-level objectives. The cloud helps make this possible
through its flexibility, ease-of-use, and lower total cost of
ownership.
Casepoint’s cloud-based solution is easy to use with minimal
training required. Its intuitive interface yields higher user
satisfaction. Self-service features are also available, which
allows you to “do it yourself” and take ownership. This makes
it easier to use Casepoint’s cloud offerings while working
remotely. The Casepoint platform is built for fast adoption
across your firm and makes remote working effortless.

“By moving to Casepoint's cloud, we can
now conduct both our litigation and our

business more efficiently and effectively.

Especially during the pandemic, we were

able to provide our clients with sustained
legal services without disruption. From

the business perspective, by signing on

with Casepoint as our preferred firm-wide
solution, we can now more accurately

project ESI costs for ourselves and our
clients.”

Richard R. Volack

Peckar & Abramson, P.C.

Construction & Infrastructure Partner and
Chair of Cybersecurity & Data Privacy
Practice
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